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presence of possible groundwater resource regions in the semi-arid North-East
Brazil, an integrated survey including aeromagnetic and magnetotelluric (MT) studies have been undertaken
in the Guaribas region and only MT survey in the Caracol region. In the Guaribas region the aeromagnetic
data, its analytic signal and Euler solutions reveal several subsurface small-scale faults and intrusives that are
conducive to be potential groundwater resource regions. A total of about 22 broad-band magnetotelluric
(MT) soundings in the period range of 0.006–300 s along two profiles on the marginal arcs of the intra-
cratonic sedimentary Parnaíba basin in North-East Brazil have been made across the regional geological
strike, the Senador Pompeu Lineament (SPL). SPL trends N40°E and marks a basement high reflecting an
irregularity in the original basin geometry. While one of the MT profiles traverses across the SPL, the other
lies only in the aeromagnetically surveyed sedimentary region. Two-dimensional inversion of MT data of
both profiles shows that the sedimentary basin is conductive (100–150 Ω m) and shows as a thin graben
with an average thickness of about 2–3 km beneath both profiles. The basin is located to be at shallow depths
(from surface to about 500 m). Based on the facts that the study region falls on sedimentary region having
low-to-very low permeability and also in accordance with the subsurface lithology around the study region,
the mapped sedimentary basin largely manifests the zone of potential sedimentary aquifer having moderate
resistivity of 50–250Ωm and is located at relatively shallow depths. The identified aquifer zone is believed to
have links with the Parnaiba River flowing at a distance of about 300 km NW from the study region. We
discuss interpretation of our results of MT and aeromagnetic data sets in the light of hydrological features of
the study region.

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The major tectonic reactivation of the Brazilian shield is linked to
the structures developed during the Brazilian Orogenic cycle (750 to
550 Ma) during the Precambrian. Another key aspect of the
Precambrian tectonic framework is the evolution of the Trans-
Brazilian Lineament (TBL) (Schobbenhaus et al., 1975). TBL trends
N45°E and spans about 2700 km across the Brazilian territory,
connecting some lineaments in Paraguay and Argentina (de Brito
Neves, 1991). Later, by the end of Silurian, subsidence at several places
in Brazil had resulted in the formation of three major intra-cratonic
sedimentary basins; the Amazon in the NW, the Parnaiba in the NE
and the Parana in the South. The inset in Fig. 1 shows a schematic
representation of these intra-cratonic basins of Brazil (after de Sousa,
1996). The marginal arcs and subsequent sedimentation of all these
basins were fully developed by late Devonian of middle Paleozoic with
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differential rates of sedimentation (de Sousa, 1996). A notable
geological sequence that followed later was the inter-connection of
all these basins during the largest marine transgression that had
occurred in Paleozoic era. As a result, marine sediments were found in
Parnaiba and Amazon basins up to Upper Carboniferous and up to
Permian in the Parana basin (de Sousa, 1996). In the present work, we
focus only on the Parnaiba basin — the region of present study.

The Parnaiba basin is oval in shape and spans the entire region by
about 1000 km in NW and by about 800 km in SE. Fig. 1 displays the
tectonic and structural settings of the Parnaiba basin and its
contiguous regions, in the Piaui state of NE Brazil (after de Sousa,
1996). The TBL (see Fig. 2 for its location) controls the evolutionary
history and shape of the basin. It is composed of small-scale faults and
dykes cutting the geological units of distinct periods and is related to
several basement grabens towards NE and SW ends of the basin
(Cunha, 1986). Contrary to its dimensions, the basin is very thin and is
mainly composed of Paleozoic sediments of Serra Grande and Caninde
groups of Silurian and Devonian. The lithology in and around the East
and SE margins (the present study region) of the Parnaiba basin is
mainly composed of alternating sequences of thin layers of shales,
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Fig. 1. Tectonic and structural settings of Parnaiba basin and other contiguous regions, in Piaui state of NE Brazil (after de Sousa, 1996). Inset shows the schematic description of intra-
cratonic basins of Brazil (after de Sousa, 1996).
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siltstones, coarse-to-fine sandstones, quartz pebbles, conglomerates,
etc (see Fig. 2 of Meju et al. (1999) for more lithostratigraphic details).
Coupled with such a lithology, the tectonic setting of the Parnaiba
basin, formed with marine sediments, aptly facilitate the formation
and setting up of an environment favourable for potential ground-
water resources. Since the region under investigation forms a natural
laboratory for groundwater assessment studies, a high resolution
mapping of subsurface geologic units with interfaces between
sediments and the underlying basement is essential.

Owing to their ease of use, electromagnetic and electrical
resistivity methods, for assessment and exploration of groundwater
resources have been studied for over two decades (for e.g., see Palacky
et al., 1981; Stewart,1982; Fitterman and Stewart,1986; McNeill, 1987;
Sandberg, 1993). Meekes and VanWill (1991) have compared seismic
reflection and resistivity sounding data for groundwater assessment.
Chouteau et al. (1994) and Giroux and Chouteau (1997) analyzed
magnetotelluric (MT) data to characterize the Santa Catarina aquifer
systems in Mexico basin and the Maestritchian aquifer system in
Senegal, Africa, respectively. Meju and Fontes (1996) and Meju et al.
(1999) have described joint analyses of resistivity sounding, TEM and
Audio magnetotelluric techniques for groundwater assessment in
semi-arid regions. Later Krivochieva and Chouteau (2003) further
improved the characterization of Santa Catarina aquifer system by
integrating the time-domain electromagnetic (TDEM) and MT data.
Meju et al. (1999) have also provided a quantitative estimation of the
groundwater yield in the eastern margins of the Parnaiba basin. In
fact, there are several unexplored regions, where isolated pockets of
groundwater resource regions in SW and SE portions of the Parnaiba
basin are believed to exist in the moderately populated villages,
suffering with water scarcity.
With a view to fill this gap, MT and TEM surveys have been
conducted in the year 2003 in Guaribas and Caracol regions in SE
marginal arcs of Parnaiba basin, with both objectives of identifying the
subsurface target areas having low resistivity contrasts from the
surrounding environment and estimating the target depths for
agricultural and rural development. An aeromagnetic survey was
also conducted in the Guaribas region by Fugro (an International
commercial company for airborne geophysical surveys). Both MT and
aeromagnetic studies cover a small region on the marginal arcs of the
semi-arid Parnaiba basin, in SE portion of Piaui State. In this paper we
first explain the analysis of aeromagnetic data to look for viable
hydrogeological areas (Section 2) and then describe the processing
and analysis of MT data of two profiles (Section 3) and finally discuss
the results and interpretation of both the data sets (Section 4) in the
light of the above objectives.

2. Aeromagnetic data analysis

High resolution three-component aeromagnetic data: horizontal
north-south, X, horizontal east-west, Y, vertical component, Z and
total field (F) were collected along 41 parallel profiles oriented N28°W
at an altitude of 100 m with an inter-profile distance of 500 m in
Guaribas region by Fugro in 2003. The small rectangular box within
the inset of Fig. 2 shows the area of aeromagnetic data coverage in
Guaribas region. Cesium vapour airborne magnetic sensors of model
CS-3 Scintrex, having a sensitivity of 0.001 nT were used for recording
the data.

Groundwater in sedimentary rocks is generally encountered in
cracks, fissures, bedding planes, pore spaces and contact zones with
intrusions. Hence it is necessary to look for these features in the



Fig. 2. Location of MT sites of Guaribas region (profile AA') and Caracol region (profile BB') shown on the background of hydrogeological map of the Parnaiba basin along with the adjoining tectonic setting and different types of aquifer zones.
Within the inset, the region covered under aeromagnetic survey is shown as a tilted and dashed rectangle over AA' profile. The Trans-Brazilian Lineament (TBL), which is the major source for the tectonic reactivation of the Brazilian shield
during the Precambrian, is also shown in the figure. The Senador Pompeu Lineament (SPL), running parallel to TBL marks the regional geologic strike trending N40°E. The SPL marks the basement high.
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aeromagnetic anomaly map. A model suggested by Babiker and
Gudmundsson (2004) predicts that water wells and springs would be
expected at dyke–fault intersections. Therefore, the main aim of the
analysis of the airbornemagnetic datawas to identify dykes, faults and
to check the locations where they intersect and to study the available
MT survey data within this region (profile AA' in Fig. 2) to exactly
delineate possible groundwater resource regions. We have processed
aeromagnetic data using the commercial software, Oasis Montaj™.
Aeromagnetic total field (F) data were corrected using IGRF 2000
coefficients (obtained from http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/IAGA/vmod/
igrf.html) for removing the Earth's main field component from the
data. The total field anomaly map of the region is shown in Fig. 3.
Several NW–SE structural trends can be seen within the basin proper
that may possibly represent fragments of small-scale faults and/or
dyke-like structures as the basin proper is mainly composed of shales,
sandstones, quartz and conglomerates, which are essentially non-
magnetic. These small-scale structural features appear to be abruptly
terminated at the SPL which manifests itself as a NE–SW trending
structure associated with long wavelength anomalies.

The magnetic inclination and declination of the study region are
−16.5° and−23° respectively. Therefore a direct interpretation of the
total field anomaly map can be erroneous in such low latitude regions
(Rajaram, 2003). Independent of the geomagnetic latitude, the
analytic signal map of the total field can delineate the magnetic
sources (Roest et al., 1992). Therefore, to have a better understanding
of the distribution of magnetic sources (mainly shallow sub-surface
intrusives), an analytic signal map is prepared (Fig. 4). The highs (red
colour) in Fig. 4 overlie the magnetic sources. From the nature of the
Fig. 3. The aeromagnetic total field anomaly map generated after re
NW–SE trending highs in the analytic signal map it appears that most
of the sources as seen within the basin proper represent intrusives/
diabase dykes. To understand the nature and depth of the faults in the
study region, the Euler deconvolution method (Thompson, 1982) is
applied to the gridded data (Reid et al., 1990). Euler's homogeneity
equation relates the magnetic field and its gradient to the location of
the source of an anomaly, with a certain degree of homogeneity,
expressed as structural index (SI). SI relates to the type of source
causing the anomalies and signifies the measure of the fall-off rate of
the field with distance from the source. For example, Reid et al. (1990)
have explained that the magnetic field of a point dipole falls off as the
inverse cube, giving an index of three; a vertical line source (such as a
narrow vertical pipe), gives rise to an inverse square field fall-off and
an SI of two; similarly, extended bodies are assemblage of dipoles and
have SIs varying from 0 to 3, while SI=0 represents a fault/contact.
The reliability of solutions is gauged by their good clustering and
accordingly, the corresponding SI is chosen. A proper choice of SI is
very important for correct/accurate estimation of Euler depths.
Although these integer values represent an ideal relationship between
structural index and source type, for real data, the source could be
represented by a structural index that can take any real (non-integer)
value between 0 and 3. The optimum source location is found by least
squares inversion of the data within a chosen window length.
Solutions are generally obtained for different SI=0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0,
3.0 and the solutions with the best clustering of data are selected. The
correct SI for a given feature is that which gives the tightest clustering
of solutions. From this, one can think of SI as a focus control, in which
the correct SI produces the sharpest focus of results. Since our aimwas
moving the main field component using IGRF 2000 coefficients.

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/IAGA/vmod/igrf.html
http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/IAGA/vmod/igrf.html


Fig. 4. Analytic signal map of the aeromagnetic data depicting major magnetic sources (red coloured zones). The region ‘M’ is traversed by relatively deep NW–SE faults cut by
relatively shallow NE–SW faults with no major magnetic sources within the sedimentary basin above the basement. Black dots indicate the MT profile AA'.
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to delineate the faults from the anomaly map, we have calculated
Euler solutions using window length of 10 for SI=0 and 0.5, which
represent fault/contacts. For calculating the Euler solutions, we have
used anomaly data that was continued upward to 500 m as the total
field anomaly data (Fig. 3) is contaminated with high frequency noise.
The errors associated with the source depths of Euler solutions thus
generated are ≤15% and the errors in their spatial location on the
surface is ≤25%. Fig. 5 reproduces the Euler solutions obtained after
upward continuation to 500 m for SI=0, representing faults/contact.
The source depths of Euler solution are represented by different
coloured circles. The colour scale in Fig. 5 denotes the depth estimates
of the Euler solution. Several faults trending NW–SE, NE–SW, EW can
be seen in Fig. 5. Apart from the several faults, the SPL, which is a
contact between the crystalline basement and the sedimentary basin,
is very well brought out.

We have made an attempt to locate the regions within the basin
proper where the faults intersect the intrusives. Some of the identified
locations are marked with numbers, 1,2,…7,8, in Fig. 5. The present
analysis suggests that several faultswhich intersect thedykes/intrusives
lie in the subsurface, which sets up an environment favourable for
groundwater accumulation (Babiker and Gudmundsson, 2004). The
fault zones identified in the Euler solutions act as conduits for
movement of water that can be trapped in the regions where they
intersect the dykes. In Fig. 4, the region marked as ‘M’ is traversed by
relatively deep NW–SE faults cut by relatively shallow NE–SW faults
with several shallow magnetic sources within the sedimentary column
above the basement thus forming a potential zone for ground water
accumulation. TheMT Profile AA' lies in this region and a detailed study
of this data is carried out to locate the presence of any ground water
accumulation zones. It may be noted that this profiles falls in the region
representing aquifer with very low permeability (Fig. 2).

3. MT data acquisition and processing

A total of 22 broad-band five-channel MT soundings in the period
range of 0.006–300 s were acquired using EMI MT-1 equipment in
2003 along two profiles, Guaribas (AA') and Caracol (BB'). There are
12 stations along AA' and 10 along BB' profile with an inter-station
spacing of 1 km and 4 km respectively. Along the BB' profile, MT
survey was first done in 1996–97 and a repeat survey was done in
2003. In the present study we have used data sets of both these
campaigns. Fig. 2 shows the location of MT profiles superposed on the
hydro-geological map of the study region. Both AA' and BB' were laid
perpendicular to the regional geological structure, the Senador
Pompeu Lineament (SPL). SPL marks the basement high reflecting
the irregularity in the basin geometry, which appears as if it is splitting
the sedimentary Parnaiba basin structure. The SPL, which trends
N40°E (and parallel to the TBL), is not currently tectonically active.
While AA' lies within the sedimentary region, BB' traverses across the
SPL (see inset of Fig. 2). The inter-profile distance is about 45 km. We
have processed themeasured data using the robust processing code of
Egbert (1997). For most stations of both profiles, MT data are in
general two-dimensional (2-D) in the period range 0.01–10 s.

3.1. Determination of strike angle

Following the sequential procedure outlined by Groom et al. (1993)
we have decomposed MT impedance tensor elements to constrain the



Fig. 5. Location and depth of major faults in the region obtained using Euler deconvolution method for SI=0 representing fault/contact with window length=10. The scattered
numbers (1 to 8) indicate locations of several faults, which intersect the dykes/intrusives in the subsurface.
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galvanic distortion parameters: shear, twist and strike (Groom and
Bailey, 1989) using the ‘strike’ program of McNeice and Jones (2001).
First, for the unconstrained decomposition, the distortion parameters
were allowed to freely vary within their physical limits, i.e., −45° to
+45° for shear, −60° to +60° for twist and −90° to +90° for strike.
The procedure followed for determination of strike angle at each station
of AA' profile is explained below. From the plots of unconstrained
decomposition, first the variation of shear and twist angles with period
was checked. If either of these was found to be stable (period
independent) in a certain period range, then first, that parameter was
constrained to its average value in that period range. Thennext the other
parameter, and finally the strikewere constrained in a similar fashion. It
is generally advised that strike be constrained last. Our data showed that
shear and twist angles are relatively stable in the period range 0.1–1 s
but beyond 10 s, both are highly scattered. This has been the nature of
data atmost of the stations. The distribution of finally constrained shear
and twist angles of all the stations along the profile AA' is shown in
Fig. 6A. The shearand twist angles liewithin the range of±15°, except at
stations gb13 and gb03, where the distortion of the impedance tensor is
significantly high. The existence of not so negligible values of twist and
shear in the data at short periods suggests the presence of near-surface
inhomogeneities, which severely affect the amplitudes of the impe-
dance tensor elements.

Following the above described systematic procedure, we have
obtained individual strike angles for each station. The calculated
geoelectric strike angles showed π/2 ambiguity. The confusion about
the correct strike estimation was overcome by calculating the tipper
strike angle at each station, as this does not show any ambiguity
(Vozoff, 1991). The tipper strike directions (light arrows) are shown in
Fig. 6B. The tipper strike angles at all stations are approximately
parallel to the profile direction. Using the tipper strike angles, the π/2
ambiguity of the geoelectric strike is solved and the definitive
geoelectric strike angles were obtained by rotating the impedance
tensor of each station, perpendicular to tipper direction. The
calculated tipper and geoelectric strike angles of AA' profile, are
shown in Fig. 6B.

Strike angles estimated for stations of Caracol (BB') profile were
not consistent with one another. It may be recalled here that MT
data of two campaigns conducted in 1996–97 and 2003 have been
used for analysis. Since AA' and BB' are very close to SPL, we
expected the strike angles at stations of both profiles to be
reasonably similar. However, contrary to our expectation, the
calculated strike angles at BB' stations varied fairly from one station
to the other. Therefore, to determine the optimum strike angle for
this profile (which is expected to be consistent with that of AA'
profile because of its close proximity to AA' profile) and to
maximize the off-diagonal elements of the impedance tensor, we
have rotated the impedance tensors of BB' profile to be parallel to
that of AA' profile, which in turn is parallel to the regional geological
strike, the SPL. The definitive final strike angle considered for both
AA' and BB' profiles is N40°E. For two-dimensional inversion
(discussed below), the MT impedance tensor rotated in such a
way that the magnetic (electric) field be parallel to the determined
strike direction is regarded as the TM (TE) mode.



Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of estimated distortion parameters, Twist and Shear (A) and Tipper and strike angles (B) of AA' profile.
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3.2. Static shift correction

A few stations showed static shift between the bimodal apparent
resistivity data. TEM measurements at each representative site were
also made in both single-loop and in-loop configurations with loop
length of 50 m on each side. TEM data were used only to correct static
shift effects in MT data, wherever necessary. Static shift between the
bimodal MT apparent resistivity data is the consequence of the strong
influence of subsurface galvanic distortions on the measured electric
field at all frequencies. This restricts the true interpretation ofMT data,
if not corrected. On the other hand, the magnetic field is relatively
unaffected by galvanic distortions. Therefore, use of magnetic field
data, as detailed by Sternberg et al. (1988), is one of the effective ways
to correct static shift in MT data. Several other methods, to remove
static shift effects have been detailed by Jones (1988), Beamish and
Travassos (1992), Singer (1992), Meju (1996, and references therein)
and Ogawa (2002). Magnetic field data measured using controlled
source TEM soundings at high frequencies (partly overlapping with
MT frequencies) at the co-locatedMTstation have been inverted to get
apparent resistivity (Sternberg et al., 1988; Pellerin and Hohmann,
1990). The 1-D inverted TEM data (called as pseudo-MT data) were
then used to shift the observed MT apparent resistivity curves along
the resistivity axis to match with the values suggested by pseudo-MT
data. Fig. 7 depicts an example of the processed MT data of one of the
stations, gb13 of AA' profile before (Fig. 7A) and after (Fig. 7B)
removing the static shift effect.

3.3. Two-dimensional inversion

To determine the subsurface geoelectric structure beneath both
the profiles, we have carried out two-dimensional inversion of data in
the period range 0.01–10 s using the non-linear conjugate gradients
algorithm of Rodi and Mackie (2001). We have jointly inverted the TE
and TM apparent resistivity and phase data considering error floor of
10% on apparent resistivity and 5% on phase. The smoothing factor (τ)
was set at 3. τ signifies the trade-off between data misfits and the



Fig. 7. An example of the processed MT data of one of the stations, gb13 of AA' profile (A) before and (B) after removing the static shift effect using TEM data. The two dimensional
nature of the data representing TE and TM modes are shown. The solid lines (without symbols) designate pseudo-MT data in the high frequency range calculated using TEM data
(Sternberg et al., 1988; Pellerin and Hohmann, 1990).
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model smoothness. Larger values of τ help to generate smoother
models, but at the expense of a worse data fit. Rodi andMackie (2001)
suggest that the τ should be set in the range of 3 to 300 for most MT 2-
D inversions. However, it should optimally be so chosen, that the RMS
error between the data and model lie between 1.0 and 1.5. In the
present study, since we wanted to have as much best fit as possible
between the data and model, we have set τ at its lowest value, 3.
Figs. 8A and 9A show final geoelectric models for AA' and BB' profiles
respectively, with an RMS fit between the data and model being 2.78
for AA' profile and 1.90 for BB' profile. Fig. 8B and C (Fig. 9B and C)
show the pseudo-sections of the observed and calculated apparent
resistivity and phase data corresponding to AA' (BB') profile. They
respectively represent the pseudo-sections of TM and TE mode data.
There is quite a good agreement between the observed and calculated
data of both modes in each profile. It is pertinent to note here that on
the pseudo-section plots, the measured data corresponding to those
periods beneath each station as shown by dotted vertical lines should
be considered relevant and any data shown beyond the periods
corresponding to each station signify the interpolated values.
However, such (interpolated) data are not used for interpretation of
the results.

From the derivedmodels, it is observed that TMmode data best fits
the model, rather than TE mode data. This is true in the data sets of
both the profiles. As well known, the galvanic noise produces a static
shift effect if the data are 2-D. However, not having a good fit between
the data and model particularly in case of TE mode should be
associated with 3-D structures producing galvanic and inductive
distortions.

The mapped sedimentary basin appears as a thin graben-like
structure (average thickness of about 2–3 km) and is shallow
(approximately 500 m deep) (Cunha, 1986). This is evident in Fig. 8A
and is conductive (≈50–250 Ω m). The conductivity of the basin is
relatively high near the stations at the two ends of the AA' profile
(marked as C1 and C2 in Fig. 8A), when compared to the conductivity
of thewhole basin (Fig. 8A). On comparisonwith Fig. 5 wherewe have
marked some of the locations where the faults intersect the intrusives,
we find that C1 is close to location 1 and C2 is close to location 8.

The derived model for BB' profile (Fig. 9A) clearly indicates a
gradual thinning of the sedimentary basin as one traverses from NW
end of the profile up to SPL (Fig. 9A). Further, it also shows that, in
agreement with the existing geology (see Cunha, 1986; Goes et al.,
1993; de Sousa, 1996; Meju, 2006 (personal communication)), the
average thickness of the sedimentary basin is about 2–3 km, beneath
the part of the BB' profile that falls in the sedimentary region.

4. Discussion

Fig. 8A shows the geoelectric model for AA' profile obtained after
jointly inverting the TE and TMmode data. The RMS error between the
data and the model is 2.78 for this model. The model shows a thin
conductive sedimentary formationwith an average thickness of about
1–2 km, overlying a resistive basement (Cunha, 1986). Although the
basin is located at very shallow depth, it is exposed to the surface at
some places. While the basin comprises of alternating litho units of
coarse-grained conglomerates, sandstones and fine-grained marine
shales and siltstones, the basement comprises of schists, granites and
gneisses, etc, which shows up as a single layer (Fig. 8A). The
lithostratigraphic column of the Paleozoic sediments of the Parnaiba
basin along with the well-log resistivity data (after Meju et al., 1999)
are presented in the inset of Fig. 8A. The very good agreement of the
mapped shallow sedimentary basin and its lateral extent with the
lithology and the structure consisting of large-scale lineaments and
small-scale faults/dykes in the study area suggests the mapped
subsurface structure to represent a large-scale aquifer system.

From aeromagnetic data, the magnetic sources within the basin
proper can possibly be related to the diabase dykes intruded into the
basement as well as the sedimentary rocks. The network of faults,
buried and interconnected underneath the sedimentary cover, has
been clearly brought out by the Euler solutions calculated from the
upward continued data (Fig. 5). Around the region marked as ‘M’ in
the analytical signal map (Fig. 4), there are nomajormagnetic sources.
It is bounded by fragments of several small-scale faults/fracture zones.

The mapped shallow sedimentary formation has been defined as a
region having low permeability (see Fig. 2) (which could be due to
lack of weathering (Fetter, 2001)), and agrees well with the lithology
in and around the study region. It also holds a good correlation with
the well-log resistivity data around the study region. A close
comparison of well-log resistivity data and its corresponding lithlogy
with the depth locations of themapped sedimentary basin correspond
to the very low-resistive Cabecas, Pimenteiras and Itaim sequences of



Fig. 8. Two-dimensional geoelectric model of MT data of (A) Guaribas (AA') profile. The model is obtained after jointly inverting the TE and TM mode data with error floor of 10% (5%) of apparent resistivity (phase). See text for description
about C1 and C2. The RMS error for this model is 2.78. Inset shows the well-log resistivity data obtained from a place close to Guaribas region shown jointly with the lithostratigraphic column of the Paleozoic sediments of the Parnaiba basin
(after Meju et al., 1999). (B) and (C) describe the associated pseudo-section plots of the observed and calculated data for TM and TE modes respectively. In (B) and (C) the dotted vertical lines designate the measured data corresponding to
those periods at each site.
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Fig. 8 (continued).
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formations (see Fig. 2 of Meju et al., 1999). While the shaly and silty
Pimenteiras, which are highly porous but less permeable, have very
low resistivities, the Cabecas, Itaim, Jaicos and Ipu formations
comprising of sandstone and quartz pebbles, having higher perme-
ability than shales and siltstones, are the key lithologies that hold the
groundwater. The two high conductivity zones located at almost same
depths and marked as C1 and C2 in Fig. 8A probably represent the
porous but impermeable shales and siltstones that correspond to the
very low-resistive Pimenteiras and Tiangua formations respectively.
They are very low-resistive because they represent impermeable
strata, containing stagnated water. Such comparative observations
betweenwell-log resistivity data, lithology of the study region and the
derived geoelectric model strongly support and strengthen the
accuracy of the estimated geoelectric model.
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Fig. 9A shows the geoelectric model for BB' profile obtained after
jointly inverting the TE and TM mode data. This profile traverses
across the SPL (see Fig. 2). The RMS error between the data and the
model is 1.9 for this model. This model also shows a thin sedimentary
basin depicting different litho units, overlying a resistive basement.
Beneath the part of the profile that falls in the sedimentary region, the
average thickness of the basin is about 2–3 km, correlating well with
the existing geology. Pseudo-section plots of apparent resistivity and
phase data of TE and TMmodes (Fig. 9B and C) clearly show the SPL as
Fig. 9. Two-dimensional geoelectricmodel of MT data of (A) Caracol (BB') profile. Themodel i
apparent resistivity (phase). The RMS error for this model is 1.9. The position of the regional g
the associated pseudo-section plots of the observed and calculated data for TM and TE mo
corresponding to those periods at each site.
a high resistive basement high. This is evident in Fig. 9A indicating
that the conductive sedimentary basin appears to have split by the
SPL and as a result, one can observe the gradual thinning of the
sedimentary basin as one traverses from NW end of the profile up
to SPL. This gives an impression that the resistive SPL may be inter-
preted as a basement high reflecting the irregularity in the original
basin geometry. Based on such an interpretation of geoelectric model
(Fig. 9A), a schematic of a feasible geological model has been illus-
trated in Fig. 10. The proposed geological model (Fig. 10) depicts a
s obtained after jointly inverting the TE and TMmode datawith error floor of 10% (5%) of
eologic strike, the Senador Pompeu Lineament (SPL) is also shown. (B) and (C) describe
des respectively. In (B) and (C) the dotted vertical lines designate the measured data
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basement high representing the undulations in the basin geometry.
However, additional MT data across the SPL are required to support
this observation. Fig. 9A also shows shallow conductive sedimentary
features exposed to the surface near both ends of the profile. It is not
clear, whether these are artifacts of the model due to lack of
measuring stations, or it may possibly be linked to the presence of
Angical well (see Fig. 2) located close to SE end of BB'. The latter is
particularly true for the conductive feature observed near the SE end
of the profile. Further, the anomaly at the NWend of the profile falls in
sedimentary region. Although this is correlated well with the basin
lithology presented in the inset of Fig. 8A, we feel that since the
distance between the two stations, 97ca06 and 96ca02 is more than
5 km, some more MT measurements must be made between these
Fig. 10. A schematic of the inferred subsurface geological model based on the derived
geolectric models.
two stations to confirm this. Only then such a comparison between
the model and the lithology could be more meaningful and valid.

It can be seen that the spatial extent of the mapped aquifer in
sedimentary formation is very large and that, if it is hydrogeologically
linked to a recharge area, then it would serve as a potential aquifer. At
a distance of about 100 km NW of AA' profile, there is a Violeta well
(see Fig. 2), which has a yield of 900,000 L/h (CPRM (The Brazilian
Geological service), personal communication). Such a high yield of
this well indicates its hydrogeological linkage to a recharge area.
Therefore, we tend to speculate that theremay be a possibility for such
a linkage of themapped aquifer to a recharge area, particularly in view
of the presence of Parnaiba river, flowing at a distance of about 300 km
NW of AA' (not shown in Fig. 2) through a multitude of meandering
faults and fractures of the Trans-Brazilian Lineament.

In spite of clear identification of presence of possible groundwater
resources in Guaribas region, drilling is not possible at all places along
the profile. For groundwater exploration, it is advisable that drilling at
the NW end of profile (between the stations gb03 and gb13 (see
Fig. 8A)) could be possible. It maybe noted here that the identified
location “1” on the Euler solutions of the aeromagnetic data (Fig. 5) is
very close to gb13. This is more feasible because in this region, the
sediments are exposed to surface and it is located sufficiently well
within the sedimentary basin and far away from the high resistive SPL.
Secondly, this proposed location is also fairly close to the Violeta well.
Although the sediments are exposed to the surface at the SE end of AA'
profile, this region is not advisable for drilling as it is very close to the SPL
and thus the presence of fragments of hard rocks of SPL buried
underneath, may hinder successful drilling.

It is important to note that although the region between gb03 and
gb13 stations is feasible for drilling, identification of a precise location
for drilling will be difficult, as the distance between these two stations
is about 1 km. Therefore, a detailed electrical resistivity sounding
survey with a dense network of measuring sites between these two
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stations would be quite promising and worthwhile. A successful
exploration of groundwater from any proposed drilling site(s) be-
tween gb03 and gb13 stations that would emerge out of this exercise
could facilitate better assessment of water yield and subsequent viable
options for the next major exercise of interlinking of the high yield
Violeta well and the mapped aquifer zone. After all, the total quantity
of water found in target area is strongly considered to be one of the
key factors to determine the size of the village and surrounding areas
for further development, agriculturally and otherwise in the semi-arid
NE Brazil.
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